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Generate a map with a.jpg or.gif image Get accurate display results Display the map in either an ASP page (in case of.gif image),
an.ASPX page (in case of.jpg image) or a.NET page (.aspx or.asmx) Get geocoded addresses, ratings and details Get the precise
location of the visitor through the use of IP address or GPS Use the supported route-finding algorithm Create drill-down
capability Save and import maps Access detailed reports and statistics AspMap Toolbar Options: You can use the menu bar to
easily define your custom toolbar to the application. Set the AspMap Toolbar to start with any of the following items: 1. Route
requests: If you need routing information right on the map itself or if you have a need to track it, you can use Route requests.
When you make a route request, the map will show the route and the exact distance. This is a great capability for event
management and construction management. 2. Navigate To: You can make a map to navigate (go-to) from one place to another.
In most use cases, this is the fastest way to generate a map because it is done on the server. You can generate the map to navigate
from a start or end point. 3. Directions: As its name implies, Directions will give you the directions (route) from the start to the
end point. This is the way to generate a map to trace the route of a visitor. 4. Save & Restore: It is useful when you want to store
the map image for later use. This is mainly used in the Mobile world. 5. Area Match: This option will tell you where you are
located. 6. Closest Location: This option will help you to show the closest location of a start point. 7. Most Connected: This
option will help you to find the most connected location to a particular point. 8. Button: This option will let you create a button
anywhere on the map. 9. Log: You can use it to log the visit to the map. (If your generated map image is.gif, you can include a
picture of a stamp to log the visit.) 10. Exit: Exit button will help you to exit (no need to click twice) the map after the visit is
over. AspMap Toolbar in Action: This is a example
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AspMap for.NET provides the ability to create, save, view, and print maps that are fully interactive on the Web. The maps can be
generated on the server using ASP and ASP.NET and then sent to the client-side using an XML format that contains hyperlinks to
pop-up windows that contain a map image, directions, and additional information. AspMap supports Windows-based client
machines as well as Mac and Linux client machines. The tools also support printing maps in a variety of different ways. The
ability to generate maps and generate directions for one or more origin and destination points on a map is one of the most useful
features of AspMap for.NET. Built-in To-Do Lists: Another useful feature of AspMap for.NET is that the application contains
built-in sample to-do lists that you can use to generate your own lists. You can even import sample data from Microsoft Excel to
your lists. Built-in Routing: The ability to generate a route between two points on a map is a useful feature of AspMap for.NET.
With the routing features of the application, you can also indicate whether you want to find the shortest path or to find the fastest
route. In addition, AspMap for.NET includes features that allow you to print a map with different designs of the routing lines
depending on the zoom level of the map. This allows you to see routes at any level of detail and to zoom in to see the details of
any route. Built-in Built-in Cache: Built-in caching is a highly useful feature of AspMap for.NET. AspMap for.NET offers the
ability to save the map image to disk and to allow it to be reloaded if a user revisits the page. This allows you to generate maps
faster and to save time and bandwidth. Built-in Data Preparation: The AspMap for.NET tool also includes features that are able to
prepare data for import into other databases or for export to formats such as Microsoft Excel. This includes the ability to gather
addresses, generate names, and also include business establishments. Built-in Data Communication: Built-in communication is a
highly useful feature of AspMap for.NET. The application can return information from the database or a file on the server to any
of the various built-in client-side data objects. Built-in Interactivity: Built-in interaction is another 09e8f5149f
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AspMap for.NET is the followup to AspMap for ASP.NET. With AspMap for.NET you can generate static maps on the server
and export them in a variety of formats, including JPEG, GIF, PNG and SVG. You can add functionality to maps such as: Custom point-to-point drawing - Custom encodings for MapInfo - Toaster dialog - Themeing (Graphical User Interface (GUI)) Routing - Support for polylines - Support for polycircles - Support for polygons - Support for tiles -... and many more! Note:
Power Map Lite is a business version of AspMap for.NET, offering the same functionality, but licensed as a separate product.
AspMap for.NET Technical Details: Version 1.0 (February 2002) Framework: ASP 2.0 Framework: ASP.NET 1.1 Framework:
MSHTML 3.0 Language: Visual C# Language: Visual Basic License: AspMap for.NET is freeware. License: AspMap for
ASP.NET is freeware. License: AspMap for.NET is freeware. License: Power Map Lite is freeware. Technology: Adobe.Net 2.0,
Microsoft.Net 1.1, MSHTML 3.0 Technology: Adobe.NET 2.0, Microsoft.Net 1.1, MSHTML 3.0 Technology: Adobe.Net 2.0,
Microsoft.Net 1.1, MSHTML 3.0 Technology: Adobe.Net 2.0, Microsoft.Net 1.1, MSHTML 3.0 Technology: Adobe.Net 2.0,
Microsoft.Net 1.1, MSHTML 3.0 Technology: Adobe.Net 2.0, Microsoft.Net 1.1, MSHTML 3.0 Technology: Adobe.Net 2.0,
Microsoft.Net 1.1, MSHTML 3.0 Version 2.0 (February 2003) Framework: ASP 2.0 Framework: ASP.NET 2.0 Framework:
MSHTML 3.0 Language: Visual C# Language: Visual Basic License: AspMap for.NET is freeware. License: AspMap for
ASP.NET is freeware. License: AspMap for.NET is freeware.
What's New in the?

------------------------- * C# Asp Map with ASP and ASP.NET support. * Fully interactive map images with zoom and pan
functions. * Generate maps for static web sites, maps for dynamic web sites such as ASP.NET web sites, or.NET 2.0 web sites. *
A new simplified drag-and-drop function for generating maps for.NET 2.0 web sites. * Support for the ASP HTML 5 map
control and for Adobe Flash (SWF and FLA) or Google map (HTML and Javascript) map controls. * Support for the Google
GWT framework. * Support for the KML and GeoJSON formats. * Support for both local as well as online maps. * Routing
using the OGC Web Feature Service and a JavaScript library for performing the route calculation from the client. * Support for
satellite, road and terrain maps. * Support for imported data sets. * Support for geocoding functionality as well as support for
Static Data. * Support for special angle defaults (inclination, azimuth, lats and longs). * Support for at least 4 different screen
resolutions. * Ability to display map features and to automatically detect colors and fonts, all in true color. * Support for mouse,
mousedown and context menu click functionality. * Support for mouse over and user selected features. * Support for IP
addresses and addresses on a street level. * Support for legal disclaimers with map images or map scripts. * Ability to generate
separate components (buttons, radiobuttons, textboxes, dropdowns, checkboxes etc) and mix and match map elements and
components. * Ability to have map images that pop-up in full-screen mode. * Support for an unlimited number of layers. *
Support for saving map images as JPEG files, saving map scripts as ASCII and for saving map images as BMP, GIF, JPEG, JPEG
2000 or PCX files. * Support for manipulating JPEG image quality and compression. * Support for transparency when saving
map images. * Ability to draw lines, polygons and text over the map image. * Support for offset, rotation and scale functionality
when zooming in. * Support for audio and video on the map images and in the map scripts. * Support for opening and saving map
images in a ZIP archive. * Support for HTML tags such as IMG, OBJECT, TABLE and
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, and 10 64-bit, or Windows 10 64-bit (AKA Windows 10 April 2018 Update) or newer Processor:
Intel Pentium 4 1.8 GHz or better, Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz or better, AMD Athlon XP 2.0 GHz or better Memory: 512 MB
RAM Graphics: Compatible video card with 512 MB RAM; DirectX 9.0c compliant Storage: 1.8 GB available space Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0c compatible
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